PADS PROFESSIONAL
Student Edition

Use this **Cheat Sheet** of handy resources to get the most out of PADS Professional Student Edition

Evaluating PADS Professional has never been so easy. Use this video guide to make your evaluation process great. If you have any questions, please don’t hesitate to ask your local reseller.

Overview: PADS Professional Quickstart Video
Installation & Licensing Video
Lesson 1: Opening & Populating a New Project
Lesson 2: Placing & Wiring Parts
Lesson 3: Forward Annotation
Lesson 4: PCB Pyschical Layout
Lesson 5: Routing the PCB
Lesson 6: Fabrication & Assembly Files

LOOKING TO TRY A SPECIFIC SOLUTION? DOZENS OF PADS PROFESSIONAL HOW-TO VIDEOS ARE AVAILABLE ON YOUTUBE.

31 PCB/LAYOUT HOW-TO VIDEOS
49 SCHEMATIC HOW-TO VIDEOS